
 PREP - WEEK 5: BEGINNING 11th MAY 

 

Reading:Continue to develop your reading skills through reading books at home, Reading Eggs, Epic! and Oxford Owls. Also, maybe try out the new 

Storybox Library website (see below). 

 

Daily PE/Health and Fitness: Have you tried any Go Noodle activities? https://www.gonoodle.com/ 

 

Additional idea to try this week: Please see letter attached to our planner on Compass this week. Essentially, it explains a new website we have 

access to called Storybox Library. This is a great site filled with stories to listen to, including books required to complete the Premiers’ Reading 

Challenge.   Link to site:http://www.storyboxlibrary.com.au/   Username: CarnegiePrimary  Password: CPS2020 

 

 

OXFORD WORDS: we, a, it, was, and 

 

Activities for Week 5 

  WORD WORK 

 

WRITING FOCUS  NUMERACY FOCUS  DISCO

VERY 

WELL 

BEING 

 

M I am learning to read my 

Oxford Sight Words 

1.Write each of your Oxford 

words on 2 blank cards to play 

memory game (card template 

below if required).  

2.Lay them out on a table 

facing down in front of you.   

3.Flip over two cards. If the 

words match, you win them. If 

they don’t, turn them back over 

and try again until you find all 

the matches.  

Challenge: Set a timer each 

time you play to see if you can 

get quicker at finding the 

matching words. 

*Remember to read the words 

aloud  each time! 

See Seesaw for modelled writing session: 

uploaded on Monday 

I am learning to write using my letter sounds. 

 

Talk about something you had fun doing on your 

weekend.  Maybe you painted a picture? Maybe 

you read a great new book? Maybe you made up 

a fun dance with your family? Use your 

whiteboard, alphabet book or a piece of paper to 

write about your weekend. Draw a picture to go 

with your sentence/s.  

This activity will be uploaded to Seesaw on 

Monday 

I am learning to skip count by 10s and to 

understand why skip counting is helpful. 

1. Count 10-100 | Count by 10 Song | The Singing 

Walrus to have a go at counting by 10s. 

2. Complete SeeSaw activity OR alternatively,  find 

something in your house that is in groups of ten 

(lego that has ten on top or ten bricks built 

together, make groups of 10 with icy pole sticks 

and rubber bands, matchsticks or anything else you 

have available), then cut out the numbers below and 

use your groups of ten to make that number.  

3. Take photos or a video of yourself counting by 

10s to make the number and share with your 

teacher. 

This activity will be 

uploaded to Seesaw 

on Monday 

Wellbeing: Zones of 

Regulation 

1.Watch the video 

explaining the 4 

zones. 2.Using the 

template, circle the 

zone that matches 

how you are feeling 

today. 3. Take a 

photo of your face 

expressing the 

emotion and attach it 

to the matching 

zone. 4.Use the 

microphone to 

explain how you are 

feeling and why. Post 

your response. 

 

https://www.gonoodle.com/
http://www.storyboxlibrary.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gmEe0-_ex8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gmEe0-_ex8


T This activity will be uploaded 

to SeeSaw on Tuesday 

morning.  

I am learning to listen for the 

middle sounds i and a in three 

letter words. 

If you can not access Seesaw, 

see below for a copy of the 

board game. 

 

Read and Race game 

To play, you will need a partner, 

2 counters and a dice.  

Roll the dice and sound out the 

word you land on. It’s a race to 

see who reaches the finish line 

first. 

This activity will be uploaded to SeeSaw on 

Tuesday morning 

I am learning to read and match using 

beginning sounds. 

On SeeSaw, listen to the story ‘Goldilocks and 

the Three Bears’, then use beginning sounds to 

match each picture to a word from the story. 

Maybe you could even have a go at writing the 

words for each item yourself using your sounds?  

 

Alternatively, listen to ‘Goldilocks and the Three 

Bears’ https://safeyoutube.net/w/WijC and 

complete the template below, drawing a line 

between the picture and the word that matches. 

Look at the beginning sounds to help and use a 

different colour for each line.  

 

This activity will be uploaded to SeeSaw on 

Tuesday morning 

I am learning to count in steps of 10. 

Count 10-100 | Count by 10 Song | The Singing 

Walrus 

 

Follow instructions on Seesaw - counting and 

colouring steps of 10. 

 

If no access to Seesaw, print 100 chart below and 

colour steps of 10 (10, 20, 30…) Can you notice a 

pattern?  

Can you cut out the numbers below the chart and 

put them in order?  

 

 

OPTIONAL EXTENSION: 

Can you count backwards in 10s? 

Can you count in 10s from any given number, such as 

12? Record yourself and upload to Seesaw. 

SPECIALIST 

ACTIVITY 

 

WThis activity will be uploaded 

to SeeSaw on Wednesday. 

 

I am learning to hear the 

difference between an e and i 

sound in the middle of words. 

Say the name of each picture 

slowly and identify the middle 

sound. What do you hear? 

Circle the letter. 

 

Alternatively, you can do the 

‘identify and circle’ activity 

below.  

This activity will be uploaded to SeeSaw on 

Wednesday. 

 

Watch: Goldilocks and the Three Bears 

Read along with Miss Freeman - 

https://youtu.be/tLsUpfxvkzI 

 

I am learning to record the sounds I hear in 

each word. 

On SeeSaw, watch the video of Miss McArdle 

showing how to write a letter. 

Using the template below, write a letter to the 

bears from Goldilock. Maybe you are going to 

say sorry for breaking baby’s chair? Maybe you 

are sorry that you broke into their house when 

they were out? 

Record the sounds you hear in each word and 

draw a picture underneath to match.  

 

Upload a photo of your work to SeeSaw. 

This activity will be uploaded to SeeSaw on 

Wednesday 

Warm Up: Counting backwards 

Count Down From 20 to 1 | Super Simple Songs 

Then play:  

Counting back from 20 Interactive 

CAPACITY lesson 1 

I am learning to compare the capacity of two 

containers.  
Watch the video on Seesaw of Ms English 

explaining the task   

OR read as follows 

1. Choose two larger containers that can hold water 

(a jar, bottle, vase etc) 

2. Ask your adult to help you find a cup for 

measurement 

3. Which one of your containers do you think will 

hold more water? 

4. Use the cup to measure and see! (Maybe you can 

complete this activity when you are in the bath, or 

outside with a tub of water?) 

SPECIALIST 

ACTIVITY 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/WijC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gmEe0-_ex8&vl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gmEe0-_ex8&vl=en
https://youtu.be/tLsUpfxvkzI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShqXL-zfLxY
http://www.snappymaths.com/counting/counting2/interactive/countbackf20/countbackf20.htm


5. Take a photo or draw your two containers and 

explain which one holds more and how you found 

out. How many cups did each container hold? 

Optional extra activity: have a look at the 

template and decide what you think holds 

more/holds less. This template is attached below.  

T

h 

This activity will be uploaded 

to SeeSaw on Thursday. 

Alternatively, you can do the 

cut and paste activity attached 

below (Middle vowel sound i and 

e) 

 

I am learning to hear the 

difference between an e and 

an i sound in the middle of 

words.  

Say the name of the picture 

and stretch the word out 

slowly. Decide if you can hear 

an i or an e in the middle of the 

word. Write or cut and paste in 

the sound you can hear.   

I am learning to write using sounds and to 

include describing words in my writing. 

 

If you would like to listen to the story again, 

choose one of these links:  

https://safeyoutube.net/w/WijC 

Read along with Miss Freeman - 

https://youtu.be/tLsUpfxvkzI 

 

An introduction video will be uploaded to 

SeeSaw on Thursday 

If you are not using SeeSaw,  follow the 

instructions below: 

1. Draw the bears’ cottage (the setting) from 

the story Goldilocks and the Three Bears (begin 

with a path, the house and maybe some trees, 

then add more detail). 

2. Label things in the setting - Use sounds to 

help you write words labelling things in your 

setting. 

3. Try to include describing words (adjectives) 

to describe the things you are labelling (e.g. 

cosy cottage, winding path, spooky forest). 

 

 

Warm Up:  Counting backward 

Counting Backwards From 20 

CAPACITY lesson 2 -  

I am learning to compare the capacity of two 

containers.  

1. Have a think back to yesterday’s lesson. 

2. Choose two different containers from yesterday. 

3. Choose something other than water to measure 

the capacity of your containers. For example, lego, 

duplo, beads, rice.  

4. Which of the two containers has the biggest 

capacity? 

5. Draw or take a photo of your two containers 

showing which one holds more and how you found 

out.  

 

As an extra challenge you may like to continue the 

task with two different containers or add 

additional containers to the task above and put 

them into order from the biggest to smallest 

capacity. 

 

THURSDAY and 

FRIDAY:PLAY TO 

LEARN 

Autumn Leaf Craft  

Take a walk outside 

and collect some 

colourful Autumn 

leaves. You can 

create many 

activities with these 

leaves. Here are 

some suggestions.  

 

1. Autumn leaf 

rubbings. 

Place the leaves 

under a piece of 

paper you might like 

to stick them down 

with some sticky 

tape and then on top 

of the paper you can 

rub the leaves using 

pencils or crayons.  

Leaf Rubbings | Kids' 

Crafts | Fun Craft Ideas 

 

2. If you have any 

paint at home 

(normal craft paint is 

fine ) you might like 

to have a go at 

Autumn leaf 

stamping. The link 

below will help you 

to get an idea of how 

to do leaf stamping. 

https://education.abc.net.

au/home#!/media/261509

3/stamping-in-visual-arts 

 

F This activity will be uploaded to 

Seesaw on Friday morning. 

I am learning to read my 

Oxford Sight Words. 

Move the rectangle around the 

page to find the hidden Oxford 

Words. Record yourself reading 

each word. 

 

This activity will be uploaded to Seesaw on 

Friday morning. 

 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears | Fairy Tale for 

Children | Kids Story Time 

 

Choose to either use the pictures on the Seesaw 

activity, the Goldilocks pictures below or draw 

your own characters. 

This activity will be uploaded to SeeSaw on 

Friday 

I am learning to say the number that comes 

before and after any given number within 20 

If you are unable to access Seesaw, use the 

activity below:  

Warm Up: Counting backwards. Have a go at 

playing this game; spin the wheel and when the 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/WijC
https://youtu.be/tLsUpfxvkzI
https://www.softschools.com/counting/games/counting_backwards_from_20/
https://www.firstpalette.com/craft/leaf-rubbings.html
https://www.firstpalette.com/craft/leaf-rubbings.html
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2615093/stamping-in-visual-arts
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2615093/stamping-in-visual-arts
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2615093/stamping-in-visual-arts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JUk4umsUNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JUk4umsUNw


If you are unable to complete 

this on SeeSaw, have someone 

write the words on small pieces 

of paper to hide around your 

house. Find and read each word! 

Or repeat the memory game 

from Monday.  

 

Retell the story of Goldilocks in your own words. 

Can you use story language such as “Once Upon a 

Time”? 

 

Record yourself retelling the story on Seesaw. 

You can choose to record the whole story, or 

retell a small part of it. Don’t forget to speak 

clearly! 

 

number pops up, countdown from it to zero. 

https://wheelofnames.com/4ta-yhj 

Complete before and after scheet below: Say the 

number written in the middle. Stick on the number 

that comes after and before it. Use the numberline 

for support as necessary.  

 

Extension: Write larger numbers down the middle 

of a piece of paper. Write which number comes 

before and after. You could use your hundreds 

chart to help you. 

 

          40 

          27 

          79 

 

3. Stick your leaves 

onto a piece of paper 

to create your own 

Autumn picture. 

 

 

 

The Prep classes have 3 Specialist Subjects each week. Please see below to find which subject areas your child needs to choose from. 

Prep A  Prep B  Prep C  Prep D  Prep E  Prep F 

PE 

Japanese 

Art 

PE 

Japanese 

Art 

PE 

ICT 

Art 

PE 

ICT 

Music 

PE 

ICT 

Music 

 

PE 

ICT 

Music 

 

 

● If your child also wishes to try an activity from another specialist class, this will be fine too! 

 

 

PLEASE NOTE: SPECIALIST LESSONS WILL BE UPLOADED TO SEESAW THIS WEEK. 

   

https://wheelofnames.com/4ta-yhj


 

 

Term 2 2020          Lesson 3 and 4   

From the Art Room.  Prep  

Dear Prep students,  
I hope you enjoyed reading the picture book about Wassily Kandinsky and creating a musical person art 

work and creating an art work while listening to music. Below is one task that will take you two lessons to complete.  
If you wish to you can bring your art work to school to share with your classmates when the time comes. 
 
Week 3 and 4 Lesson 3 and 4 
Wassily Kandinsky used circles in many of his paintings.  
 
We are going on a hunt for circles!  

1.  Go for a circle hunt around your house. You could search for circles in your garden or on a walk 
around the neighbourhood with your family. 

2. How many circles you can count. How many did you get? 
3. Draw some of the circles that you have found. Here are a few examples to help you:  You can use pencils, crayons, textas, paint or 

anything that you have at home. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
4. You might like to make a list of the circles that you have found.  

1. Clock 
2. Ball 
3. Plate 
4. Wheel 

    Have a lot of fun creating your list of circles, Preps!   



 

Physical Education At Home Learning Week 5: Prep 
Each activity is designed to be completed more than once over the week to develop and practise the different skills. 

 

We would love to see all of the great things you are doing to stay active so please feel free to take a photo or video of 

yourself completing a task and upload it into your class P.E folder on SEESAW! 

 

Week 5 11/05/20 – 15/05/20 

P.E with Joe 

Tune into ‘P.E with Joe’ for easy to do 

activities in your home. No equipment 

necessary! 

 

Session 1: 

https://safeYouTube.net/w/fS7B 

 

Session 2: 

https://safeYouTube.net/w/AU7B 

 

Session 3: 

https://safeYouTube.net/w/jV7B 

 

 

*Remember - if you get tired please stop 

and take a break! 

 

 

 

Leaping 

WALT: Leap off one foot and land on 

the other 

Skill Components: Push off one foot, 

flight phase, land on the opposite foot 

 

Activity 

Watch the video below and practise the 

different types of leaping activities shown 

https://safeYouTube.net/w/ktAB 

 

 

 

Bounce 

 

WALT: Dribble a ball 

 

Skill Components: Eyes up, push down with 

fingers, bounce at hip height 

 

Activity - Dribble Practice  

 

Watch the video below and practise 

dribbling a ball using the tips given! 

 

Link: https://safeYouTube.net/w/aiM9 

 

Once you have practised the activity in 

the video set up obstacles in your 

backyard or driveway to dribble around. 

 

 

 

 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/fS7B
https://safeyoutube.net/w/AU7B
https://safeyoutube.net/w/jV7B
https://safeyoutube.net/w/ktAB
https://safeyoutube.net/w/aiM9


 



 



THURSDAY:  WORD LESSON 

 



Number line to use with ‘Numbers before and after’ task 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



MONDAY MATHS: Numbers to make using bundles of 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TUESDAY: MATHS skip counting in 10s 

 



WEDNESDAY: WORD LESSON 

 



TUESDAY: WRITING 

 



 

 



 

 FRIDAY: WRITING 



Wednesday - Capacity Lesson 

 




